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Parallel Computation 16E
 

One of the most powerful uses of threads is to speed up the execution of
computationally intensive programs on shared memory multiprocessors.
Unfortunately, effectively applying threads in this environment usually requires a
deep understanding of the structure of the algorithm and how a proposed
parallelized version of the algorithm is affected by the overheads of threads and
the shared memory multiprocessor environment. Fortunately, many different
algorithms have similar structures. This chapter covers in more detail a number
of the thread paradigms introduced in Chapter 7, “Using Threads,” that are
useful in many parallel computation situations. Detailed templates and examples
are presented.

Using Threads to Parallelize Algorithms
Threads running on separate processors in a shared-memory multiprocessor
allow you to use “parallel processing algorithms” in your program. Unlike the
other uses of threads described in this book, using threads to implement parallel

algorithms can be frustrating:

° There are lots of techniques for “parallelizing” your program. How do you
choose one that’s not too hard to program and that offers substantial speedups
compared to uniprocessor execution? Does the performance of the technique
scale up in proportion to the number of processors you use?

° The overheads involved in synchronizing threads and sharing data among
multiple processors may actually reduce the performance of your program.
How can you anticipate and mitigate these problems?

° Like many performance improvements, parallelizing increases the complexity
of your program. How can you be sure it’s still correct?

These are all tough problems: we do not yet know how to solve an arbitrary
problem efficiently on a multiprocessor of arbitrary size. This section does not
offer universal solutions, but tries to demonstrate some simple ways to get

started. By sticking with some common “paradigms” for parallel algorithms and
threads, you can avoid a lot of errors and aggravation.
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Though it may seem simplistic, the most important step in writing a parallel
program is to think carefully about the global structure of your program and the
computing structures that threads offer. To speed up the program, we’re looking
for a way to divide the work into a set of tasks so that:

° The tasks interact little with each other;

' The data shared by separate tasks is contained in a minimum of simple data
structures that can be protected by locking mechanisms to prevent
unsynchronized access;

' The number of tasks can be varied so as to match the number of processors;

° All tasks have equal computing requirements, or, instead, are configured in
such a way that the set of tasks can keep all the processors fairly busy.

As we’ve seen, Amdahl’s Law (Figure 7—3 on page 103) sets limits on the
scalability of parallelized computations. Scalability is limited due to three kinds
of overheads: synchronization overhead, contention, and balance. The

synchronization operations required for correct multithreaded operation take
time to execute, even when there is no contention. When two or more threads

share data or locks, the system slows down due to contention for shared

resources. And finally, balance refers to the ability of the algorithm to divide work
evenly among the available processors. In the “serial” sections of your program,
where only a single processor is used, balance is worst. Poor balance is often the

result of dividing the work into large, unequal chunks: when the smaller chunks
finish, they leave processors idle. If there are always at least as many runnable
threads as available processors, the thread scheduler can keep the processors
busy. While balance can be improved by dividing work into many small chunks
that can be easily scheduled onto idle processors, making the grain size of the
processing chunks small is usually accompanied by an increase in
synchronization overhead, which hurts scalability.

Thread Paradigms

There are many ways to make your program parallel. Some techniques are very
complex, depend on complicated data structures and locking strategies, depend
on clever non-obvious algorithms, or require compiler support. We present a
different approach in this section: three simple control structures, or paradigms,
that can be applied to a wide range of applications.

Each paradigm can be characterized by:

' How the work is divided among parallel threads, and whether each thread
executes the same code;

' How the threads are synchronized;
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